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- Warranties Regarding Quality
- Financial Incentives
- Clinical Patterns
- Miscellaneous Errors and Omissions
- Direct Professional Liability

- ERISA's Effect upon MCO Liability Exposures
  - Application of ERISA Preemption
  - Quality of Care Claims Are Not Preempted under ERISA
  - Provision of Benefits Claims Are Preempted under ERISA
  - "Mixed Claims": Quality of Care and Provision of Benefits

- Emerging Managed Care Organization Liability Exposures
  - Shift from Bodily Injury to Business Practices Litigation Claims
  - Significant Rise in Class Action Litigation
  - Explosion of Antitrust Claims
  - A "Flip" in Defense to Indemnity Ratio
  - Future Developments Impacting the MCO Exposure
  - MCOs as Medicaid and Medicare Drug Plan Purveyors

- Employer Exposures to Liability from Managed Care Organizations
  - Restriction of Choice
  - Employer as "Deep Pocket" in Claim Situations
  - Coverage of Employer Exposure for Managed Care
  - Employer Loss Control Approaches

- Managed Health Care Loss Control
  - Communication
  - Monitoring Health Care Delivery
  - Risk Transfer

- Managed Health Care Underwriting Case Study
  - General Information, Operations, and Structure
  - Credentialing/Provider Selection
  - Utilization Review
  - Claims Handling
  - Advertising/Marketing/Sales
  - Claims Information
  - Attachments
  - Signatures
  - Sample--Application for Managed Care Errors and Omissions Liability
    - Sample--Pages 1 and 2
    - Sample--Pages 3 and 4
    - Sample--Pages 5 and 6
    - Sample--Pages 7 and 8
Coordinating Managed Health Care Professional Liability Coverages

Types of Managed Health Care Professional Liability Policies

Insurance Markets

Coverage

- Covered Acts/Services
  - Managed Care Business Functions
  - Medical Information Protection
  - Vicarious Liability

- Covered Entities/Covered Persons
  - Named Insured
  - Individual Insureds
  - Legal Representatives

- Covered Damages
  - Punitive Damages

- Covered Territory

- Defense and Claim Settlement Procedures
  - Who Controls the Handling of a Claim?
  - Advantages of Duty To Defend Policies
  - Claim Settlement Provisions

- Limits and Deductibles/Retentions
  - Limits
  - Deductibles/Retentions

- Conditions

- Exclusions
  - Rendering Medical Services
  - Employment Practices
  - Regulatory Agency Claims
  - Punitive Damages
  - Claims Involving Data Processing Systems
  - Business Operations Claims
  - Claims by Insureds
  - Claims Involving Financial Loss by Shareholders
  - Contractual Liability
  - Willful Criminal and Fraudulent Acts
  - Discrimination
  - Exclusions for Which Coverage Is Available under Other Policies

- Coverage Triggers
- "Packaged" Policies for MCO Liability
  - Advantages of Package Policies
  - Disadvantages of Package Policies
- Documents & Checklists
  - Coverage Checklist
- Long-Term Care
  - Exposures
    - Types of LTC Facilities
      - Board and Care Homes
      - Assisted Living Facilities
      - Nursing Homes
      - Continuing Care Retirement Communities (CCRCs)
    - Medicare/Medicaid Coverage of Long-Term Care
      - Coverage under Medicare
      - Coverage under Medicaid
      - Combined Medicare/Medicaid Funding of LTC
    - Overview of the LTC Industry
      - Key LTC Industry Statistics
      - LTC Litigation/Loss Data
      - The LTC Industry Structure
      - The LTC Industry Economic Outlook
      - Population Projections
    - General and Professional Liability Exposures of LTC Facilities
      - General Liability Exposure
      - Professional Liability Exposure
    - Hybrid Exposures: General Liability or Professional Liability Claims
      - Staffing and Claims of Systemic Neglect
      - Failure To Assess/Inadequate Care Plan
      - Resident Falls
      - Improper Administration of Medication
      - Physical or Emotional Abuse
      - Elopement/Wandering
      - Statutory Claims
    - Classifying a "Hybrid" Claim as Either a GL or PL Claim
      - Rules To Distinguish GL and PL Claims
- Underwriting
  - Specialty GL/PL Application for LTC Facilities
    - Applicant/Prospective Insured
    - Type of Professional Health Care Services Provided
    - Nursing Services
• Administration and Staffing Levels
• Resident Population Data
• Rules and Procedures
• The Physical Plant
• Risk Management Activities
• Other Documents
  • ACORD 125 Commercial Insurance Application
  • The LTC Facility’s Operator License and Related Documentation
  • Current Financial Statements
  • Recent Loss Runs
  • Resume/CV of Key Management Personnel
  • State Survey
  • Plan of Correction
  • Quality Indicator Profile
  • Statistical Reports
  • Additional Miscellaneous Documentation
• Key Underwriting Factors
  • Profile of a High-Risk Facility
  • Profile of a Low-Risk Facility
  • Underwriting Lessons from Large Losses
  • Nontraditional Underwriting Factors
• Controlling Losses at Long-Term Care Facilities
  • Assessment/Care Plan
  • Wounds and Pressure Sores
  • Hydration and Nutrition
  • Resident Falls
  • Medication Errors
  • Physical or Emotional Abuse
  • Elopement/Wandering
  • General Concerns
  • Use of Arbitration Provisions in Admission Contracts
• Markets for GL/PL Insurance for LTC Facilities
  • Recent Market Conditions
• Coverage Options
  • Self-Insurance
  • Captive Insurance Companies
  • Risk Retention Groups
  • Joint Underwriting Association (JUA)
  • Other Forms of Noninsurance Risk Transfer
  • Traditional Insurance
Sample Application for Institutional Care Facilities

- Page 1 of 4
- Page 2 of 4
- Page 3 of 4
- Page 4 of 4

Insurance Markets

Coverage Analysis

- Definition of Insured
  - Emulation of Standard CGL Provisions
  - Special LTC Facility "Who Is an Insured" Provisions
- Insuring Agreements--GL Coverage Part
- Insuring Agreements--PL Coverage Part
  - Five Core HPL Coverages
  - "Arising Out of"
  - Coverages for Additional Services and Activities
  - Unique PL Coverages for LTC Facilities
  - LTC Facility vs HPL/Individual Physician Professional Liability
- Professional Services Exclusion
  - Use of Defined Term Professional Services Greatly Restricts Coverage
  - Potential To Render Coverage Illusory
  - Exceptions Restoring Coverage
- Other Exclusions
  - Sexual Abuse
  - Contractual Liability
  - Punitive Damages
  - Intentional and Criminal Acts Willful Violations of Statutes
  - Proprietorship Liability
  - Miscellaneous Exclusions
- Limits and Retentions
  - Nonaccumulation Clause
  - High Retentions
- Coordinating Coverages
  - CGL Professional Liability Exclusions
  - Excluding CGL Claims from the PL Coverage Part
  - Setting Appropriate Limits
- Policy Conditions
  - Notice of Cancellation
  - Subrogation
  - Other Insurance
- Covered Defense Costs
  - Why Defense Is Provided in Addition to Policy Limits
  - Limit Selection Implications of "Shrinking Limits" Policies
- Conclusion

- XVII: Architects & Engineers
  - Design Professional Liability Exposures
    - Overview of Design Professional Liability Exposures
      - Design Functions
      - Management Functions
      - Payment Authorization Functions
    - Types of Design Professionals
      - Architects/Engineers
      - Design-Build Contractors
      - Design Teams
    - Educational and Experience Requirements
    - Architects & Engineers Professional Liability Exposures
      - Statutes of Limitation
      - Statutes of Repose
      - Indemnity Contracts and Rights of Contribution
      - Limitation of Liability Clauses
      - Privity of Contract
      - Representative Claims Against Design Professionals
  - Underwriting Design Professional Liability Insurance
    - Factors in Pricing
      - Design Discipline
      - Services Performed
      - Project Size
      - Contractual Liability
      - Administrative Controls
      - Qualifications and Experience
    - Underwriting Architects & Engineers Professional Liability Example
      - Introductory Material
      - Firm Information
      - Services
      - Accounting Year Data
      - Projects
      - Clients
      - Risk Management and Loss Prevention
      - Business Information
      - New Applicant Information
- Agent/Broker Section
- Fraud Warning Section
- Applicant Representation Section
- Signature Section
- Application Architects and Engineers PL (GSL 7776XXe ed. 02-2010)

  - Controlling Design Professional Liability Losses
    - Loss Control Techniques
    - Contract Forms
    - Assumed Liabilities
    - Hold Harmless Agreements with Contractors
    - Proof of Insurance from Other Parties
    - Underwriting the Project Owner and General Contractor
    - Incident Reporting Procedures

  - Coordinating Professional and General Liability Policies
    - Product-Related Exclusions: An Exception
      - Insurance Markets
      - Coverage
        - Covered Organizations and Covered Persons
          - Covered Organizations
          - Covered Persons
        - Covered Acts: A/E Policy Insuring Agreements
          - Coverage for "Professional Services"
          - Coverage for Pollution
        - Covered Damages/Covered Losses
          - Punitive Damages
          - Fines and Penalties
          - Return of Professional Fees
        - Defense Costs and Procedures
          - Defense Costs
          - Duty To Defend Language
          - Claims Settlement Procedures
        - Covered Territory
          - Rationales for Territorial Restrictions/Lack of Restrictions
          - Amending Territorial Restrictions
        - Policy Limits and Deductibles/Retentions
          - Policy Limits
          - Deductibles and Retentions
          - Other Types of Incentive Provisions
          - Supplementary Payments
- Conditions
  - Notice of Cancellation
  - Subrogation
  - "Other" Insurance
  - Severability Provisions
  - Miscellaneous Conditions

- Exclusions
  - Dishonest, Fraudulent, or Criminal Acts
  - Products Liability
  - Services Covered under Project Policies
  - Failure To Provide/Maintain Insurance, Bonds
  - Faulty Workmanship
  - Express Warranties and Guarantees
  - Claims Made Against the Insured by Related/Controlled Entities
  - Contractual Liability
  - Discrimination
  - Employment Practices Liability
  - Insured versus Insured Exclusion
  - Bodily Injury to an Employee (Workers Compensation Claims)
  - Patent, Copyright, Trademark Infringement
  - Liquidated Damages

- Coverage Triggers
  - Operation of Claims-Made Coverage Triggers
  - Retroactive Dates
  - Discovery Provisions
  - Extended Reporting Periods

  o Project Professional Liability Insurance Coverage
    - The Project Owner’s Perspective
    - Types of Project Coverage
    - Rating and Underwriting Procedures under Project Policies
    - Coverage Format
    - Advantages of Project Policies
      - Coverage for All Design Professionals
      - Continuity Assurance
      - Administrative Ease
      - High Limits
      - Reduction of Disputes
    - Disadvantages of Project Policies
      - Potentially Greater Cost
      - Disputes over Deductibles
• Possible Depletion of Limits
  o Owners Protective E&O Insurance Coverage
    ▪ Coverage Description
    ▪ Mechanics of Owners Protective E&O Coverage
    ▪ Other Features of Owners Protective E&O Insurance
    ▪ Advantages of Protective E&O Policies
      ▪ Advantages for Owners
      ▪ Advantages for Design Professionals
    ▪ Alternatives to Protective E&O
      ▪ Increase Design Professionals Policy Limits
      ▪ Require Design Professionals To Buy Project Insurance
      ▪ Cover the Project under an Owner Controlled Program
      ▪ Hire Design Professionals with High Limits
  o Design-Build Professional Liability Insurance
    ▪ Reasons for Excluding the "Build" Exposure
  o Documents & Checklists
    ▪ Architects & Engineers Professional Liability Coverage Checklist
    ▪ Contractors Professional Liability Coverage Checklist

• XVIII: Media Professionals
  o "Traditional" Media Liability Exposures and Insurance
    ▪ Liability Exposures Faced by "Traditional" Media Companies
    ▪ Distinctive Features of Claims Against Media Organizations
      ▪ Intangible Damages
      ▪ Difficulty in Negotiating Settlements
      ▪ Available Defenses
    ▪ Types of Claims Made Against Media Firms
      ▪ Defamation
      ▪ Invasion of Privacy
      ▪ Newsgathering Torts
      ▪ Intellectual Property Claims
      ▪ Errors and Omissions
    ▪ Media Liability Claim Statistics
    ▪ Underwriting Media Liability Insurance
      ▪ Factors in Pricing
    ▪ Controlling Media Liability Losses
      ▪ Obtain Hold Harmless and Indemnity Agreements
      ▪ Secure Proof of Insurance
      ▪ Issue Liability Disclaimers
      ▪ Obtain Education in Copyright, Privacy, and Libel Law
      ▪ Consult Legal Counsel
- Obtain Warranties from Freelancers
- Obtain Written Releases from Outside Contributors
- Obtain Written Releases from Models
- Document the Accuracy of Information Published/Broadcast
- Obtain Legal Advice before Aggressive Newsgathering Activities

- Restrictions on Media Liability Coverage in CGL Policies
  - CGL Advertising and Personal Liability: Incidental Exposures Only

- Coordinating Media Liability and General Liability Policies
  - Direct Bodily Injury or Property Damage Liability
  - Contingent Bodily Injury or Property Damage Liability
  - Closing the Gap Caused by BI/PD Exclusions in CGL Policies

- Insurance Markets
- Liability Insurance Policies for "Traditional" Media Businesses
  - Covered Acts
    - Types of Exposures Covered by Traditional Media Liability Policies
    - Covered Media Content
    - Covered Media Acts
    - Covered Media Perils
  - Covered Persons
    - Insureds
    - Named Insured
    - Coverage for Outside Activities
    - Coverage for Past Personnel
    - Coverage for Acts Committed Prior to Joining Insured Organization
    - Coverage for Legal Representatives
    - Coverage for Spouses
    - Spousal Coverage Definition That Includes Domestic Partners
    - Coverage for Independent Contractors
  - Covered Damages/Covered Losses
    - Coverage of Punitive Damages
    - Liability Assumed under Contract

- Definition of Claim

- Covered Defense Costs
  - Availability of Defense Coverage in Addition to Policy Limits
  - Implications of Defense Cost Provisions That Reduce Policy Limits
  - Insurers' Internal Claim Handling Costs Not Subject to Policy Limits

- Claim Settlement Procedures
  - The Importance of Settlement Provisions
  - Consent to Settlement Amounts
Right To Select Counsel

Covered Territory

Conditions
- Retraction Provisions
- Source Revelation Provisions

Exclusions
- Fraudulent, Criminal Acts
- Bodily Injury/Property Damage
- Contractual Liability
- Ownership Disputes
- Mechanical Failure, Failure of Communications Network/Service
- False Advertising
- Patent Infringement
- Exclusions Also Found in Other Professional Liability Policies

Traditional Media Liability Coverage Triggers
- Why Media Liability Is Written on an Occurrence Basis
- Occurrence Triggers: How They Operate
- Advantages and Disadvantages of Occurrence Policies

Documents & Checklists
- Coverage Checklist

Cyber and Privacy Loss Exposures
- Demystifying Cyber and Privacy Insurance Coverage
  - Coverage Goes by Various Names
  - Confusion with Technology E&O Coverage
  - Cyber/Privacy and Technology E&O Policies Cover Similar Risks
  - Coverage of Property and Liability Exposures under Same Policy Form
  - Lack of Coverage Standardization
  - Menu-Driven Nature of the Coverage
  - Emerging Nature of the Exposure
  - Emerging Nature of the Coverage
  - Overlap with CGL, Professional Liability, and Property Policies
  - Miscellaneous Idiosyncratic Coverage Provisions

Third-Party Liability Exposures
- Information Security Liability
- Privacy Liability
- Evolving Liability Standards for Data Breaches
- Liability for Bodily Injury and Property Damage Arising from Cyberattacks
- Content Liability Loss Exposures

First-Party Property Loss Exposures
- Business Interruption
- Contingent Business Interruption
- Extra Expense
- Data Asset Loss
- Cyber Extortion
- Computer Fraud
- Funds Transfer Fraud
- Miscellaneous Crime Losses
- Emerging Cyber and Privacy Liability Exposures
  - Social Media
  - Cloud Computing
- Cyberspace and Privacy Liability Loss Control
  - Centralize Responsibility for Security
  - Deal Effectively with Data
  - Secure Servers
  - Create or Reevaluate Vendor Management Programs
  - Get a Handle on Lost Laptops
  - Do Not Forget Mobile Phone Security
  - Reducing Social Media Liability Exposures
  - Managing Threats from within the Organization Itself
  - Managing Threats from Outside the Organization
  - Employ E-Mail Security Techniques
  - Train Employees To Spot "Phishing" E-mails
- Contractually Transferring Cyber and Privacy Risks
- Underwriting Cyber and Privacy Liability Insurance
  - Pricing Cyber and Privacy Policies
  - Modification Factors
- Cyber and Privacy Gaps in "Standard" Forms: Separate Policies Needed
  - Two Key "Gaps" in Several Standard Insurance Policies
  - Coverage Gaps under CGL Forms
  - Coverage Gaps under Commercial Property Insurance Policies
  - Coverage Gaps under Commercial Crime Policies
- Cyber and Privacy Liability Insurance Coverage
  - Third-Party Liability Insuring Agreements
    - Information Security and Privacy Liability Coverage
    - Regulatory Defense and Penalties Coverage
    - Payment Card Industry Fines and Assessments
    - Website Media Content Liability Insuring Agreement
  - Cyber-Related Bodily Injury, Property Damage, and Remediation Costs
    - Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability Coverage
    - Remediation Cost Coverage
First-Party Property Coverage Insuring Agreements
- Privacy Notification and Crisis Management Expense Coverage
- Cyberextortion Coverage
- Data Asset Coverage
- Business Interruption Coverage
- Computer Fraud Coverage
- Funds Transfer Fraud Coverage

Insured Organization and Insured Individuals
- Named Insured and Subsidiaries
- Insured Individuals

Covered Damages/Covered Losses
- Damages Not Covered

Covered Territory

- Defense Costs Reduce Policy Limits
- Defense Costs Are Applied Against the Retention

Defense and Settlement Procedures
- The Duty To Defend
- Consent to Settlement Provisions (The "Hammer Clause")

Limits and Retentions
- Limits
- Deductibles/Retentions

Exclusions
- Criminal, Fraudulent, Intentional Acts
- Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability
- Employment-Related Claims
- Claims by Related Companies
- Insured versus Insured
- Contractual Liability Exclusion
- Antitrust Violations
- Unfair Trade Practices
- Unlawful Collection of Personally Identifiable Information
- Continuity Date
- Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) Exposures
- Patent, Software Copyright Infringement
- Trading Losses
- Mechanical and Electrical Failure
- Broadcasting, Publishing, Advertising Exclusion
- Professional Services
- War, Insurrection, Invasion, Rebellion, Nationalization, Confiscation
- Failure To Follow Minimum Required Security Practices
- Mold, Asbestos, Electromagnetic Radiation, Pollution Exclusion
- Loss Involving Laptops or Other Portable Electronic Devices

- Coverage Triggers
- Cyber and Privacy Coverage under Businessowners Policies (BOP)
  - Businessowners Policy Eligibility
  - Insuring Agreement A: Replacement or Restoration of Electronic Data
  - Insuring Agreement B: Public Relations Expense
  - Insuring Agreement C: Security Breach Expense
  - Insuring Agreement D: Security Breach Liability
  - Insuring Agreement E: Extortion Threats
  - Insuring Agreement F: Business Income and Extra Expense
  - Insuring Agreement G: Website Publishing Liability
  - Limit of Liability
  - Deductibles
  - Exclusions
  - Coverage Triggers
  - Premium Credits Available for Pre- and Post-Breach Security Services
  - Using a BOP To Cover Cyber and Privacy Exposures

- Cyber and Privacy Liability Insurance Coverage Checklist
  - Technology Errors and Omissions Liability Exposures
    - Technology E&O Exposures
      - Technology Services & Miscellaneous Professional Liability Services
      - Technology Products
      - Media Content Liability Services
      - Network Security Liability
      - Privacy Liability
      - Extortion Threats
      - Crisis Management Expense
      - Business Interruption
  - Types of Companies Requiring Technology E&O Insurance Coverage
  - Underwriting Technology E&O Insurance
    - Pricing Technology E&O Policies
    - Other Key Underwriting Considerations
  - Technology Errors and Omissions Liability Insurance Coverage
    - Covered Acts
      - Technology Services and Miscellaneous Professional Services Coverage
      - Technology Products Liability Coverage
      - Media Content Services Liability Coverage
      - Network Security Liability Coverage
Privacy Liability Coverage
Extortion Threat
Crisis Management Expense Coverage
Business Interruption Coverage

Covered Persons and Organizations
  Covered Organizations
  Covered Persons

Covered Persons
Covered Damages
  Damages Not Covered
  Coverage of Punitive Damages

Defense Costs
Defense and Settlement Procedures
  Consent to Settlement Provisions (The "Hammer Clause")

Limits and Retentions
  Limits
  Deductibles

Exclusions
  Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability
  Contractual Liability
  Guarantees
  Advertising
  Product Recall
  Business Practice
  Patent Infringement
  Privacy
  Governmental Action
  Software Responsibility
  Acts of God
  Recovery of Profits, Royalties, and Fees

Coverage Triggers
Technology E&O Insurance Coverage Checklist

XIX: Miscellaneous Professionals
  Exposures
    A Brief History of Miscellaneous Professional Liability Policies
      Economic and Societal Changes Creating the Need for MPL Policies
      Types of Nontraditional Professions Covered by MPL Policy Forms
  Underwriting
    Challenges in Underwriting Miscellaneous Professional Liability
      Diversity of Exposures
Pricing with Limited/Nonexistent Loss Data
Small Data Sets
Rapidly Changing Exposures

Pricing and Rating MPL Policies
Rating Base
Hazard Classes: The Key to Pricing MPL Policies
"Automatic" Modification Pricing Factors
Other Key Underwriting Considerations

Miscellaneous Professional Liability Underwriting Case Study
Analysis of Generic Miscellaneous Professional Liability Application
Analysis of a Profession-Specific Supplement to an MPL Application
Analysis of an Application for an Executive Search Firm
Conclusion
Sample Form—Cover-Pro Application
Sample Supplement Employment Agency, PEO, Temp Employment, Recruiter

Coordinating MPL and CGL Insurance Policies
Exclusions Added to CGL Policies
Exclusions in MPL Policies
Closing the Gaps for BI/PD/PI/AI Exposures

Insurance Markets
Errors and Omissions
Miscellaneous Professionals
Other

Coverage Analysis
An Overview of MPL Policies
The Restrictive Nature of MPL Forms
Covered Services/Covered Acts
Two Basic Areas of Coverage: Negligence and Personal Injury
Preventing Coverage Disputes and Coverage Declinations
Covered Organizations/Persons
Predecessor Firm Coverage: Firms Purchased or Merged with Insured
Supplementary Payments Coverage
Covered Territory
Unrestricted Worldwide Coverage
Act Anywhere, Claim in U.S., Its Territories, Possessions, or Canada
Covered Damages/Covered Losses
Punitive Damages
Fines and Penalties
Return of Professional Fees
Coverage of Remedial Services
- Covered Defense Costs
  - Expenditure of Defense Costs Reduces Limits: "Shrinking Limits"
  - Duty To Defend Language
  - Claims Settlement Procedures
- Policy Limits and Deductibles/Retentions
  - Policy Limits
  - Anti-Stacking Deductible Provisions
- Conditions
- Exclusions
  - Standard Exclusions
  - Exclusions Requiring Modification
- Coverage Triggers
  - Operation of Claims-Made Coverage Triggers
  - Claims-Made and Reported Coverage Triggers
  - Retroactive Dates
  - Discovery Provisions
  - Extended Reporting Provisions
- Conclusion
  - Documents & Checklists
    - Coverage Checklist
  - Workplace Violence Exposures and Insurance Coverage
    - Workplace Violence Exposures
      - Factors Increasing the Risk of Workplace Violence
      - Reducing Workplace Violence Hazards
    - Workplace Violence Insurance
      - Endorsement to Nonprofit or Private Company D&O Policy
      - Stand-Alone Policy
      - Value-Added Services
      - Adding It All Up: Pros and Cons
      - To Buy or Not To Buy?
- XX: Other Professionals
  - Introduction
  - Intellectual Property Exposures and Insurance Coverage
    - Important Definitions
      - Patents
      - Trademark
      - Copyrights
      - Trade Secrets
      - Trade Dress
- Intellectual Property Loss Exposures
  - Patent Infringement Exposures
  - Nonmonetary Exposures from IP Litigation
  - Infringement Abatement Exposure
  - Defense Cost Reimbursement Exposure
- Underwriting IP Insurance Coverage
  - Underwriting Infringement Abatement Coverage
  - Defense Cost Reimbursement Insurance
- Coordinating IP Insurance with Other Insurance Coverages
- Intellectual Property Insurance Coverage
- Infringement Abatement Insurance
  - Schedule of Covered Intellectual Property
  - Insuring Agreement
  - Key Policy Conditions
  - Insured Has Purchased Economic Benefit Endorsement
  - Insured Has Not Purchased Economic Benefit Endorsement
- Defense Cost Reimbursement Coverage
  - Schedule of Covered Manufactured Products
  - Insuring Agreement
  - Coverage for Damages Awarded Against the Insured
  - Key Policy Conditions
- Common Policy Provisions
  - Insureds
  - Coverage Trigger
  - Exclusions
  - Limits, Retention, and Coinsurance
  - Cancellation of Coverage
  - Policy Territory
  - Extended Reporting Periods
  - Arbitration Provisions
- Conclusion
- Intellectual Property Coverage Checklist
  - Real Estate Brokers Liability Insurance
    - Exposures Faced by Real Estate Brokers
      - Services Performed by Real Estate Brokers
      - Licensing
      - Associations
      - Types of Claims Against Real Estate Brokers
- Underwriting Real Estate Brokers Liability Insurance
  - Rating
  - Specific Underwriting Considerations
- Controlling Real Estate Brokers Liability Losses
- Coordinating Real Estate Brokers and General Liability Policies
  - Coverage Gap? Designated Professional Services Endorsement, CG 21 16
- Real Estate Brokers Errors & Omissions Liability Coverage Analysis
  - Covered Services/Covered Acts
  - Covered Persons/Covered Organizations
  - Covered Damages
  - Covered Defense Costs
  - Claims Settlement Procedures
  - Limits and Deductibles
  - Conditions
  - Exclusions
  - Coverage Triggers
- Real Estate Brokers Liability Coverage Checklist
- Real Estate Brokers Liability Insurance Markets
  - Bankers Professional Liability Insurance
    - Exposures
      - Exposures to Customers/Clients
      - Exposures to Third Parties
    - Combination Policy Forms
    - Coverage
      - Covered Acts/Covered Services
      - Covered Organizations/Covered Persons
      - Covered Damages
      - Covered Territory
      - Covered Defense Costs
      - Claims Settlement Procedures
      - Limits
      - Retention Provisions
      - Conditions
      - Exclusions
      - Coverage Trigger
  - Union Liability Insurance
    - Underwriting
    - Key Coverage Provisions
      - Covered Persons/Organizations
• Coverage Extension for Individual Labor Leaders
• Covered Acts
• Defense Coverage
• Exclusions

 o Seedsmen’s E&O Liability Insurance
  • Seedsmen’s E&O Insurance vs Product Liability Insurance
  • Exposures
  • Rating
  • Key Coverage Provisions
    • Insuring Agreement
    • Coverage for Seeds Sold during a Prior Policy Period
    • Coverage for Multiple Claims from the Same Seed Lot
    • Exclusions

 o Environmental Consultants Professional Liability Insurance
  • Exposures
    • Types of Environmental Consultants
    • Types of Claims Against Environmental Consultants
  • Underwriting
    • Type of Consultant
    • Revenues
    • Major Modification Factors
    • Secondary Modification Factors
  • Loss Control
  • Coverage Coordination
    • Commercial General Liability
    • Architects and Engineers Errors and Omissions Liability
    • Contractors Pollution Liability
    • Pollution and Remediation Legal Liability (First/Third Party)
    • Pollution Legal Liability Insurance (Third-Party)
    • First Party Environmental Remediation Insurance
    • Forms Combining CGL and Specific Professional Exposures
  • Approaches to Environmental Consultants Professional Liability
  • Coverage: Key Aspects
    • Covered Acts/Services
    • Covered Damages
    • Covered Territory
    • Covered Defense Costs
    • Claims Settlement
    • Limits and Deductibles
    • Exclusions
The Asbestos Exclusion
Coverage Triggers
Extended Reporting Provisions

Insurance Markets
  - General Partners Liability & Ltd. Partnership Reimbursement Insurance
    - General Partners Liability vs Partnership Managers Liability
    - Nature of Limited Partnerships
      - Exposures to Claims
      - Underwriting Data
      - Coverage Coordination Issues
      - Key Coverage Provisions
  - Mutual Fund and Directors & Officers E&O Liability Insurance
    - Exposures
    - Underwriting
      - Underwriting Data
      - Rating
    - Key Coverage Provisions
      - Covered Acts/Services
    - Limits of Liability
      - Covered Persons/Organizations
      - Coverage Extension for Research Firms
      - Exclusions
  - Representations & Warranties Insurance
    - Representations & Warranties Associated with Corporate Transactions
    - Need for Representations & Warranties Insurance
      - Escrow Funds versus a Representations and Warranties Policy
    - Other Advantages of Representations & Warranties Policies
      - Advantages to a Seller
      - Advantages to a Buyer
    - Coverage Provided by Representations & Warranties Policies
      - Insuring Agreement
      - Insureds
      - Subrogation
      - Exclusions
      - Limits and Deductibles
    - Underwriting
      - Documents
    - Who Pays the Premium: the Buyer or the Seller?
    - Conclusion
Loss Mitigation Underwriting

- Situations in Which Loss Mitigation Underwriting Is Used
- The Two Major LMU Structures
  - Claim Buyouts
  - Risk Transfer Arrangements
- LMUs versus Loss Portfolio Transfers
- Advantages for Insureds
  - Places a "Cap" on Liability
  - Offers Customized Financing
  - Obtaining Insurer Claim Management Expertise
  - Removing Impediments to M&A Transactions
  - Balance Sheet Cleanup
  - Types of Loss Situations in Which LMUs Have Been Applied
- Underwriting
  - Developing a Value for the Litigation
  - Documents To Review
  - Pricing an LMU
  - LMU Agreements

Tax Opinion Insurance

- Tax Opinion Insurance versus Tax Insurance
- Scope of Coverage under Tax Opinion Insurance
- Applications of Tax Opinion Insurance
- Tax Opinion Insurance in Action: A Practical Application
- The Need for Tax Opinion Insurance Coverage
- Advantages of Tax Opinion Insurance Coverage
  - Increase in Earnings
  - Avoidance of Maintaining Contingent Reserves
  - Reduction of Board Inertia
- Loss Payable under Tax Opinion Insurance
- Coverage Provided by the Policies
- Pricing
- Underwriting
  - Documents To Submit with the Application

Travel Agents E&O Liability Insurance

- Exposures
- Underwriting
  - Rating
- Key Coverage Provisions
  - Coverage of Additional Insureds
  - Exclusions
XXI: Employment Practices Liability

- Exposures
  - Common Law Exposures
    - Discrimination
    - Liability from "Ban-the-Box"/"Fair Chance" Legislation
    - Wrongful Termination
    - Sexual Harassment
    - Retaliation
    - Claims Arising from Social Media
    - Inappropriate Workplace Conduct
  - Statutory Law EPL Exposures
    - Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
    - Equal Pay Act of 1963
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